Sleep apnoea

A comparative study on oxidative stress role in nasal breathing impairment and obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome

Introduction

Obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome (OSAS) is a sleep disorder characterised by repeated episodes of partial or complete obstruction of the upper airways during sleep, resulting in a reduction (hypoapnoea) or abolition (apnoea) of airflow. The prevalence of clinically significant apnoea during sleep, in middle age, is about 4% in men and 2% in women. OSAS is associated with important clinical symptoms such as obstructive respiratory symptoms, insomnia, awakenings and excessive daytime sleepiness. In addition, important clinical sequelae such as neuropsychiatric complications, resulting in sleep fragmentation and daytime sleepiness, which lead to an impairment of pro-
fessional, family and social life, cardiovascular and metabolic complications, resulting in intermittent hypoxia, such as pulmonary and systemic hypertension, arrhythmias, heart attack, heart failure, stroke and diabetes may be present. It is also associated with increased morbidity and mortality from cardiovascular disease. The starting point for the diagnosis of OSAS is clinical history and physical examination, which allow for risk stratification in each patient. More specific examinations for diagnosis are: a) multiple sleep latency test (MSLT) to quantify daytime sleepiness and is considered an objective measure of the tendency to sleep during the day; b) sleep endoscopy, which is an endoscopic evaluation of the site of obstruction; Muller’s manoeuver; c) polysomnography, which is considered the gold standard for diagnosis, but is expensive and laborious, which has pushed the search for more practical diagnostic systems such as nocturnal oximetry and portable monitors. The therapy is focused on three main points. 1) lifestyle intervention. In obese patients, weight loss is a very effective strategy for the treatment of OSAS. In recent years, bariatric surgery procedures are used more frequently for treatment of severe obesity. 2) CPAP (Continuous Positive Airway Pressure). Ventilation with continuous positive airway pressure is today the most effective treatment available for patients with OSAS since the positive pressure acts as a mechanic stent to the upper airway. The main problem associated with CPAP treatment is poor patient compliance due to its side effects. 3) Surgery. Surgical therapies for the treatment of OSAS aim to improve airway patency, acting at the level of the specific site (or sites) of obstruction. Because the obstruction may localise to different levels along the upper airway, different surgical techniques have been developed: nasal, oropharynx, tongue and finally multi-level surgery. OSAS has a multifactorial pathogenesis, and the main pathogenic mechanism is represented by collapse of the upper airway during sleep as a result of anatomical alterations (including congenital) or changes in neuromuscular control.

Materials and methods
The study was designed to compare outcomes of oxidative stress laboratory tests in three groups of subjects: 10 patients with obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome (OSAS) with AHI > 30; 10 patients suffering from snoring at night with AHI < 15; 10 control subjects with nasal respiratory impairment and AHI < 5. The inclusion criteria for the study groups were: a) age 18-60 years; b) no previous treatment for OSAS; c) snoring at night with AHI < 15; d) Apnoea-hypopnoea index (AHI) > 30 assessed with polysomnography; e) willingness to provide free and informed consent. The inclusion criteria of the control group were: a) age 18-60 years; b) nasal respiratory impairment (RAA with total nasal resistance > 0.25 Pa/cm³/s at 150 Pa; c) non-allergic vasomotor rhinitis. The exclusion criteria were the same both for the study and control groups: a) smoking; b) subjects exposed to environmental irritants; c) no comorbidity that increases oxidative stress; d) diabetes; e) obesity; f) asthma-nasal polyposis; g) allergic rhinitis; h) hypertension. The study protocol considered that both patients (subjects with OSAS and snoring) and controls were subjected to the following routine diagnostic tests: a) prick test for common aero-allergens b) otolaryngology visit with active anterior rhinomanometry, examination that evaluates nasal respiratory function by measuring nasal flow and resistance to the passage of air through the nasal passageways; c) nasal endoscopy: examination of the nasal cavity and nasopharynx via an endoscope with flexible optics (2.4 mm diameter); d) polysomnography, which is reference technique for the study of sleep. The starting point for the diagnosis of nasal respiratory impairment represented by the clinical history and physical examination. Physiologically, the nasal structure generates airflow resistance that can reach ~50% of the total respiratory resistance. Therefore, the starting point for the diagnosis of nasal impairment is the Active Anterior Rhinomanometry (AAR) for physiologic estimation of nasal pressure and airflow during normal inspiration and expiration. It is considered the standard technique for a quantitative measure of nasal airflow resistance when performed according to the rules suggested by the Committee on Standardisation. Normal rates for total nasal resistance are < 0.25 Pa/cm³/s at 150 Pa. Both patients and controls were also subjected to the following extra-routine diagnostic tests: dosage of biomarkers of oxidative stress in the blood and urine: a) Non-Protein-Bound Iron (NPBI); b) Advanced Oxidation Protein Products (AOPP); c) plasmatic and urinary isoprostanes; d) thiol. Pro-oxidant and antioxidant assays were performed at the Oxidative Stress laboratory of the Neonatal Unit of Siena Hospital. NPBI it is a low molecular mass iron form with high affinity binding to transferrin. Lowering of plasma pH (acidosis), as occurs during ischaemia, involves the activation of a release cascade of the iron and production of free radicals that can cause serious damage to cells. Protein carbonyls are formed as a result of a variety of oxidative mechanisms and are sensitive indices of oxidative damage; such mechanisms include the action of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) of lipid oxidation products and reducing sugars or their oxidation products. Isoprostanes are a series of prostaglandin-like compounds formed by direct ROS attack on arachidonic acid (AA). Thiols are a qualitatively significant component of the antioxidant plasma barrier. In fact, thiol groups (-SH) of the compounds present in plasma (for example, plasma pro-
proteins, P-SH) oppose the propagation of radical chain reactions and neutralise the tissue-damaging action of hydroxyl radicals (HO\(^{-}\)).

The statistical analysis is based on the comparison between the frequencies of events in a case-control study with independent data, in which the events considered are represented by the positivity to each of the biomarkers examined in the study. Therefore, once the positivity/negativity of each biomarker is defined according to a predetermined reference value (cut-off), cases and controls were compared for the frequencies of subjects positive and negative to the different biomarkers.

For cases we considered both patients with OSAS (AHI > 30) and patients with nocturnal snoring (AHI < 15). Next, statistical analysis was conducted separately for the two diseases, but using the same control subjects, consisting of patients suffering from non-allergic vasomotor rhinitis.

The goal of the study was to determine if the proportions of subjects negative and positive for each biomarker are significantly different between cases and controls. Because of the difficulty of enrolment, the sample size was rather low, at 10 cases for each of the 2 pathologies and 10 control subjects, for a total of 30 patients.

Statistical analysis used Fisher’s exact test or analysis of variance (ANOVA). The objective of the analysis was to determine if the difference between the means (variability between groups) is greater than the internal variability in each group (variability within groups) to verify if the variability provides information on the causes of the phenomena and their relationship. The ANOVA is used to assess the relative importance, in terms of statistical significance, of the different sources of variation (systematic or accidental); the principle underpinning the ANOVA is the relationship between two variances (the systematic and that due to error). This type of analysis is indicated when the populations are more than two (in our case, three). In addition, given the low sample size in our study, this is the only possible analysis that ensures an acceptable level of accuracy.

All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.

### Results

The three groups were homogeneous for age and BMI (Table 1). There were significant differences between the AHI values of the three groups of patients. No significant difference was found in the analysis with ANOVA test (p > 0.05) between the various levels of biomarkers of oxidative stress in the three populations.

Plasma isoprostanes were 60.64 ± 58.79 vs 48.44 ± 32.2 vs 66.19 ± 54.99 in patients with OSAS, patients with snoring and patients with nasal stenosis, respectively, p > 0.005 (Fig. 1). AOPP (Advanced Oxidation Protein Products) were 109.1 ± 33.0 vs 103 ± 31.7 vs 116.7 ± 29.24 in patients with OSAS, patients with snoring and patients with nasal stenosis, respectively, p > 0.005 (Fig. 2). NPBI were 4.38 ± 5.65 vs 3.49 ± 3.38 vs 2.66 ± 2.56 in patients with OSAS, patients with snoring and patients with nasal stenosis, respectively, p > 0.005 (Fig. 3).

### Table 1. Demographic and clinical data of the study and control groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nasal Stenosis</th>
<th>OSAS</th>
<th>Snoring</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of subjects</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>&gt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>&gt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male/female)</td>
<td>13/7</td>
<td>12/8</td>
<td>12/8</td>
<td>&gt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>23.54</td>
<td>25.62</td>
<td>25.46</td>
<td>&gt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHI</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>36.04</td>
<td>10.18</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Plasma thiol groups were $451 \pm 57$ vs $443 \pm 92$ vs $470 \pm 46.96$ in patients with OSAS, patients with snoring and patients with nasal stenosis, respectively, $p > 0.005$ (Fig. 4).

Urinary isoprostanes were $412 \pm 494$ vs $137 \pm 64$ vs $311 \pm 328.03$ in patients with OSAS, patients with snoring and patients with nasal stenosis, respectively, $p > 0.005$ (Fig. 5).

Discussion

Although the primary site of obstruction in patients with OSAS has been identified in the oropharynx-hypopharynx, several studies, based on the induction of nasal obstruction in patients with OSAS, have revealed a positive and significant association between nasal obstruction and OSAS, although the exact nature of this relationship has not been fully clarified.

Several epidemiological studies have demonstrated a relationship between the measurement of the air flow at the level of the nose and snoring, but the attempt to find a linear correlation between obstruction, and therefore increase in the resistance, nasal and sleep apnoea has been less successful.

The nose is responsible for more than 50% of the total resistance of the upper airway and plays an important role in various physiological functions such as humidification, heating and air filtration. Among the areas of the nose of greater resistance to air flow, there are the vestibule and nasal valve, circumscribed by the alar cartilages, septum and inferior turbinates.

The nasal mucosa is a dynamic organ regulated by the autonomic nervous system. The condition of periodic congestion and nasal decongestion was called the “nasal cycle” of Heetderks. This cycle occurs in about 80% of the adult population. In patients with permanent unilateral nasal obstruction, the nasal cycle can contribute to a significant increase in the total resistance of the airways. In healthy individuals, the lateral decubitus increases congestion in the homolateral nasal cavity and reduces the resistance of the air flow in the contralateral nasal cavity. This does not occur due to a hydrostatic effect, but rather as a reflex caused by the asymmetrical pressure on the body. This reflex stops the nasal cycle. However, in the evaluation of both nasal cavities, significant changes were observed in the cross section when comparing supine and lateral decubitus.

To fully explain the relationship between the air flow, nasal obstruction and sleep apnoea, some dynamic theories of physics should be explained. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the role of the nose in the pathophysiology of OSAS and to clarify the relationship between air flow and nasal breathing during sleep. Such mechanisms include the so-called “Starling resistor model”, the instability of the mouth breathing, nasal breathing reflex and the role of nitric oxide (NO).
According to the model of Starling, the function of the upper airway can be represented as a hollow tube with a constriction in the vicinity of the entrance hole, which corresponds to the nostrils, and a posterior segment of folding, which corresponds to the oropharynx. This model predicts that the presence of an additional obstructive factor upstream (nose) generates a suction force and a negative intraluminal pressure downstream (oropharynx), with consequent collapse of the pharynx in predisposed individuals.

The closure of the mouth and correct dental occlusion stabilise the flow in the upper airway. When nasal resistance exceeds a certain level, there is a sort of air by-pass which leads to an oral breathing, responsible for a narrowing of the retrolingual space because of the retraction of the tongue, narrowing of the pharyngeal lumen, and an increase of the oscillations and vibration of the soft palate and the tissues surrounding the pharynx. This passage from nasal to oral breathing is physiologically disadvantageous for the individual, leading to an unstable breathing pattern.

A third factor is the nasal respiratory reflex. The experimental application of local anaesthetics in the nasal mucosa of healthy patients leads to a significant increase in obstructive and central apnoea, of the same magnitude as those reported in presence of complete nasal obstruction. Similar results from other experiments have confirmed that activation of the nasal receptor during nasal breathing has a direct positive effect on spontaneous ventilation, leading to greater respiratory rate at rest and minute ventilation. Oral breathing reduces the activation of these nasal receptors, with deactivation of the nasal respiratory reflex and reduction of spontaneous ventilation, which can trigger respiratory events in susceptible individuals with subclinical OSAS or aggravate episodes of apnoea.

Finally, nitric oxide (NO) appears to play a role in maintaining the patency of the upper airways, as a transmitter between the nose, pharyngeal muscles and lungs. NO is produced in significant amounts in the nose and paranasal sinuses and it has been shown (including in clinical practice) that is a potent pulmonary vasodilator, improving oxygenation, ventilation and perfusion. Since the total amount of inspired NO varies according to the nasal flow, it seems logical that a decrease in nasal breathing would result in the reduced transport of NO to the lungs and a reduction in blood oxygenation. NO also plays a role in maintaining muscle tone, in the regulation of neuromuscular pathways of the pharyngeal muscles, spontaneous breathing and in the regulation of sleep. In general, the role of NO in the regulation of nasal function in OSAS, although probably not significant, has not been completely understood.

Conclusions

Several studies in the literature have underlined the importance of oxidative stress in the pathogenesis of OSAS; our study, in particular, examined specific biomarkers of oxidative stress in order to define their role and clinical significance in patients with nasal respiratory failure. The levels of these biomarkers were higher in patients compared to the control group, although these differences, as mentioned, were not statistically significant. In light of these results, and considering that the study protocol excluded persons suffering from conditions that can increase oxidative stress or otherwise exposed to factors, such as smoking or particular environmental irritants, which may cause oxidative stress, the increase of those biomarkers in these individuals is probably associated with the underlying condition of nasal respiratory impairment; this shows how the nose, in addition to a mechanical commitment, can be functionally involved in the pathogenesis of these conditions, through the production of biomarkers of oxidative stress that can support an inflammatory state, at first regional and subsequently systemic. The very term nasal respiratory impairment aims to emphasise the wider and systemic importance of the nose in the genesis of oxidative stress damage, a condition that is known to be involved in long-term systemic damage related to OSAS. The common underlying pathological changes between OSAS and subjects with only nasal respiratory impairment may indicate the nose as a key factor in OSAS development or even identify a new category in OSAS syndrome (nasal-OSAS).

Our study may be useful to differentiate patients with mild OSAS from those with moderate or severe disease. It would thus be of value to increase the cohort size with the aim to clarify the role of these biomarkers even in diagnosis with the intent to limit, at least in some patients, the use of polysomnography, which is an expensive and laborious examination, for assessment of disease severity and evaluation of treatment response.
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